The feedback capacity of a single-input single-output fading channel with memory is investigated. It is shown that asymptotically, as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) tends to infinity, noiseless feedback docs not increase capacity.
INTRODUCTION
In [l] the capacity of fading channels with memory was investigated. It was shown there that for any finite-energy regular fading process {&} (i.e., one having a finite entropy rate) the channel capacity C grows asymptotically only double-logarithmically in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The fading number x was introduced as the second term in the high-SNR expansion of the capacity
x ( { H k } ) A lim (C(SNR) -IoglogSNR}, ( I )
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where C stands for the capacity with peak-or average-power constraint, and its value was computed.
Subsequently [2] , [3], [4] . for the more restricted Gaussian fading and for peak-power constraints, the analysis of non-regular fading processes (i.e., processes of differential entropy rate negative infinity) was completed. It was shown that while for regular fading processes the channel capacity grows like log log SNR, this is not necessarily the case for non-regular fading. Depending on the spectrum F(.) of 0-78038427-XtW620.0004 IEEE the non-regular Gaussian fading process. the asymptotic behavior of the channel capacity can he varied. e.g., doublelogarithmic. logarithmic, or a fractional power thereof. The pre-log npp was defined as
where Cpp denotes capacity with a peak-power constraint, and its value was computed, see (19) .
In this paper we extend these results to the case where there is a noiseless feedback link from the receiver to the transmitter. We show that for fading channels with memory feedback does not increase the fading number or the pre-log.
CHANNEL MODEL
We consider a communication system as depicted in Fig. 1 . A message M is transmitted over a single-input single-out- put fading channel with memory. The channel output at time k is given by
where zk E C denotes the time-k channel input; the random variable Hk E C denotes the time-k fading term; and Zk E C denotes the time-k additive noise term.
The additive noise process {Z,} is assumed to be a white zero-mean circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian process, i.e.,
The subject of our investigation is the capacity per channe1 use which we denote by C(SNR). To clarify notation we will use superscripts "Avg" and "PP" to denote the capacity
{z,} -I I D & ( o ,~) (4)
under average-power and peak-power constraints, respectively, and a subscript "FB' whenever feedback is available.
Clearly, for some o2 > 0.
Neither transmitter nor receiver know the realization of sider two different scenarios. In the first scenario [".\ is the fading process { H k } ; they only know its law. We con-
. .., stationary, ergodic, of finite energy and P ( S N R ) 5 c;;(sNR).
Consequently, for the corresponding fading numbers and of finite differential entropy rate
x"({Ha)) 5 X"YIHk)) 5 x;;Y{Hk}),
xpP({H,}) 5 xFL({H~}L
and for the corresponding pre-logs In the second scenario we address the case where the entropy rate h({HI}) need not be finite. but we restrict ourselves to Gaussian fading. I.e., we assume that 
h ( { H k } ) e & I & ;h(H;).
We now extend these results to the case where there is noiseless feedback from the receiver to the transmitter. ergv, and offinite d@erenrial entropy rate (6). Thin noiseless feedback from the receiver to the transmitter does not iricrease the asymptotic channel capacity, i.e., Under the peal-power constraint we replace (7) 
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is defined in both situations by The intuition for this result is that feedback only helps in improving the input power allocation and that this improvement is negligible in the log log-regime. As a matter of fact, the fading nuniber is not increased even ifthe side-information is revealed to the transmitter in an acausal fashion. i.e., the transmitter learns the realization of S: before the transmission begins.
NON-REGULAR GAUSSIAN FADING
In [2], [3], it was shown that the pre-log nPp as defined in (2) 
